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ABSTRACT
The matrix elements of the configuration interactions
do _ 11 41 , +1 do+1 for n = 3, 4, 5 and ?.' = s, d are
computed and tabulated for general usage.
* This research was supported by NASA contract NAS 9-S384
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J. A. Barnes, B. L. Carroll and L. M. Flores
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Introduction:
In this second paper of a series' on configuration inter-
action (CI) in d o configurations, the interaction matrix
elements between the core excitation 1141'+1dn+l and the
d o configuration are calculated and tabulated. This weak
interaction is one of the five basic types of CI discussed.
by Ra,jnak and Wybourne2.
As noted in Paper I. the accumulative effect of these weak
interactions should lead to further depression of the higher
excited ter:i-multiplets. However, it is generally accepted
that only a complete CI treatment, including both strong
and weakly interacting configurations, will erase this major




the cbserved energy level schemes. Since this problem is
currently insurmountable, we must be content for the present
to introduce all the available CI into our calculations in
hopes that these additional refinements will further enhance
the value of our model.
'J. A. Barnes, B. L. Carroll and L. M. Flores, J. Chem.
Ph;,s., (To be published), hereafter referred to as Paper I.





Configuration Interaction Matrix Elements
To obtain the second-order correction to the Coulomb matrix
elements, we apply
HMI = -	 (1nySLIHc1^)(^'HcI1nyISL) (1)
AEA
As noted in Paper I, AE A may be approximated by the average
energy separation, AE , of the I n configuration and the
particular perturbing configuration to allow the summation
over the perturbing states, * , to be simplified.
To apply Eq. (1), we must evaluate the matrix elements
(l nySLIH c 1^) , where H e is the Coulomb operator, between
the interacting configurations, d^" and 1'41'+ldn+I
These matrix elements are given by the general expression 23
(l nySLIHcIl n+1 Y I, S „ L ")[1'41,+1s);SL)
S "-S-s	 ( n+l) (2S "+1) (2L'' +l ) 112
(-1) i	 2S+1 2L+1	 }
X E Ki r1+1
	 , In- )(l n- ^(k) In











Wk .9 1111' )	 =	 (1 I I C=(k) I I l )( 1 I ( C (k) I (1')R k (llll' )
and sum over k is given by ,
k = I1-1 1 1 , ..., min (21,1+1 1 ) .
In. Eq. (2), the reduced matrix elements of the tensor
operators U (k) and C (k) are given by





















1( 1 II Ck II1') = ( -1)1{(21+1)(21'+1)} 1 1 2
0
In Eqs. (1), (3) and (4),
a	 b	 c	 a	 b
(	 )	
and




are the Wigner 3-j and 6-1 symbols. The coefficients
(1 n YSL{Iln-l Y I S I L I ) are the coefficients of fractional
	 4
t	
parentage introduced by Racah 3 . The reduced matrix elements
3G. Racah, Phy s. Rev. 62; 438 (1942); 63, 367 (1943); 76,




of U (k) and rppropriate fractional parentage coefficients
have been tabulated by Nielson and Koster". The integral
R k (1111'), occurring in Eq. (2), is the Slater integrals.
Discussion of Tables:
Tables I - III present a tabulation of the matrix elements,
(dn SLIH c Idn+l ( ''S''L'')1,41'+1;SL) , for the d3
	
d4
and d 5 configurations, respectively. The calculations were
performed in single precision on the Univac 1108 computer.
An accuracy of seven-significant figures has been established.
The matrix elements for a given dn-dn+11,411+1 interaction
are listed in columns below the interacting configurations.
Each matrix element is formed from the sum of the appropriate
Slater integrals, R k , multiplied by the coefficients of the
integrals presented in the tables.
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